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VW2: Glass shelving clamped to suspended wall wires

FIXING INSTRUCTIONS - WALL-SUSPENDED SHELVES
ILLUSTRATION 1 2-shelf display
viewed from the side

We recommend that
the distance between
the top shelf and the
top wire fixing should
be at least 1½ times
the depth of the
shelves
(eg for a shelf 300mm
deep (front to back)
the distance should
ideally be at least
450mm)

We recommend that
the distance between
the bottom shelf and
the bottom wire fixing
should be at least the
same as the depth of
the shelves
(eg for a shelf 300mm
deep (front to back)
the distance should
ideally be at least
300mm)

ILLUSTRATION 2 2-shelf display
viewed from the front
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VW2: Glass shelving clamped to suspended wall wires
ILLUSTRATION 3 - Shelf viewed from above, showing position for wall clamps and wire clamps
Wall clamps Secure to wall using fixing appropriate for your
wall (for example screw of suitable length - not
supplied).

We recommend
40-50mm from
edge of shelf to
centre of
clamps
(and using the
same spacing
for both wall
and wire
clamps)

Secure glass shelf by tightening grub screw
down on to shelf
(central fixing may be supplied for wide shelves)

Wire clamps Secure glass shelf by tightening grub screw
down on to shelf
Secure to wire by screwing in and tightening
grub screw on to wire using allen key supplied.

ILLUSTRATION 4 - wall to wall shelf wire - exploded view
Wall shelving wire
top fixing inner (brass)
Crimp

Wall shelving wire
top fixing outer cover

Wire tensioner inner

Top wire section
(1.5mm steel rope)

Tensioning spring

Retaining bush
(brass)
Wire tensioner outer sleeve

Wall shelving wire
bottom fixing outer cover
Wall shelving wire
bottom fixing inner (brass)

Grubscrew
(M4x4)

Bottom wire section
(1.5mm steel rope)
Crimp
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VW2: Glass shelving clamped to suspended wall wires

FIXING INSTRUCTIONS - CLAMP-ON GLASS SHELVES
1. Mark positions to fix wires (see Illustration 1) and wall-fix clamps to the wall.
2. Unscrew grub screws in jaws of each clamp sufficiently to allow shelves to be slid fully into jaw.
Do this for both wall- and wire– fix clamps.
3. Remove and set aside the grub screws from the narrow slot (into which the wire will slide) in all wire
shelf clamps.
4. Fix wall clamps to the wall in the marked positions using appropriate fixings (not supplied*).
NOTE the grub screws will tighten down on to the shelf from above.
3. Unscrew the wire tensioner in each wire (see Illustration 4 for identification of wire parts) to leave the
wires in two parts.
4. Unscrew wire top and bottom fixings then fix the brass inners to the wall in their marked positions
using appropriate fixings (not supplied*).
5. Screw the outer top fixing (the one with the majority of the wire and tensioner attached) on to the
inner top fixing.
6. Screw the outer bottom fixing (the part with a small amount of wire and part of the tensioner attached) on to the inner bottom fixing.
For each shelf (starting from the top):
7. Fit two wire clamps to the shelf (for positioning, see Illustration 3), using an allen key (provided) or
screwdriver to tighten the grub screws when the clamps are in position on the shelf. NOTE -the grub
screws tighten down on to the shelf from above.
8. Position the shelf in the wall clamps, then pass each of the wires from above in turn through the slot
in the wire shelf clamp below it, securing it roughly in position on the wires by replacing and tightening the grub screw in the slot.
9. Tighten WIRE
the grub screws
in the wallFOR
clampsSUSPENDED
down on to the shelf.GLASS
CENTRES

SHELVES

10. Using a spirit level, adjust the position of the wire clamps on the wires to level the shelf.

Left of shelf

Wire centres (right & left)
(Repeat steps
11 - 14 until all wires have been
fitted).
200mm
170mm
A3 landscape or
444mm
454mm
*Fixings (screws,
rawl plugs etc) are not supplied as these need to be selected to suit the wall. Front of shelf
A2 portrait
330mm
300mm
Choose an appropriate fixing to suit the wall when securing the fittings to it. The top wire fixing will take most of the

Right of shelf

CENTRES
FORbeen
(Repeat
wires have
fitted). CENTRES FOR
WIDTH steps 7 - 10 until all
DEPTH
POSTER SIZE
WIRES
WIRES
OF
OF
For each wire:
(IF SUPPLIED)
SHELF
SHELF
(RIGHT & LEFT)
(FRONT & BACK)
View
from(using
above
11. Loosen the brass bush at the bottom of the wire by partly unscrewing the grub
screw
the al200mm
170mm
len keyA5
supplied),
so
that
the
bush
can
slide
up
the
wire.
landscape or
234mm
244mm
A4 portrait
12. Pull the top
and bottom wires together and
taut (as shown
in Illustration 1), then
Backposition
of shelf the brass
330mm
300mm
bush so that the top of it is in line with the top of the outer sleeve of the wire tensioner.
200mm
170mm
A4the
landscape
or position (using the allen
centres
13. Tighten
bush in
key), then cut off any excessWire
wire.
321mm
331mm
(front & back)
A3 portrait
14. Screw the wire tensioner back together 330mm
to tension the300mm
wire and hold the display securely.

weight of the display, so it is extremely important that this is a firm and secure fixing into something solid or substantial.
200mm
170mm
A2 landscape
The wall clamps
also needor
to be very secure, as they
support the backs
of the shelves. The bottom wire fixings anchor the
618mm
628mm
Wire positions
display but do A1
notportrait
support any weight.

330mm

300mm

